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Geographical Indications - a
European cultural heritage
…and a quality scheme that is recognised all over the
world: Singapore just opened its Geographical
Indications register for agricultural products and the
African Union decided to implement its ‘continental
strategy for Geographical Indications in Africa’.
“GIs represent a symbol for the age-old relationship
between food & wine, and typical places of origin. GIs
mirror a sense of belonging linked to territorial
identities. In times where many criticise Europe, the
Union and our institutions, I want to highlight that the
GI scheme has not only been set up by the EU, 27 years
ago, but is today defended and promoted by the EU at
global level” claimed MEP Paolo De Castro (S&D,
Italy) in his opening speech in the European
Parliament exhibition on Italian culinary treasures.
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Today more than ever, products with the European GI
logos not only show quality and unique organoleptic
characteristics, but also an extraordinary ability to
dialogue with images, words and symbols that have
contributed to shaping entire regions of Europe”. And
by the end of 2019, the official EU Commission website
for our European GI scheme will become a new home
on the web: eAMBROSIa.eu will become the one stop
shop for all relevant information on our more than
3,400 European Geographical Indications. ► Check
out our EDA Statement on Geographical
Indications.

Your favourite Dairy
product?
“I love all types of
cheese and I cannot
help but surrendering
in front of a piece of
Gorgonzola!”
Giuseppe Ambrosi

Presidente e AD di Ambrosi SpA

D-42 before the
European Elections
#thistimeimvoting
MEP Paolo De Castro (S&D, IT) and EDA secretary
general Alexander Anton
The President of the consorzio Grana Padano, dott.
Cesare Baldrighi highlighted: “We have more than 800
Italian GIs in total and 60 iconic cheese names are
protected, like Grana Padano or Gorgonzola.

► Check out our EDA
Focus on the European
Elections of 23-26 May
2019
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Today will be crucial in determining
the future direction of Brexit and
with it, the future of the European
and UK dairy sectors. We have
consistently advocated for the UK
to leave the EU with a deal that
protects the close trading relationship and ensures the
long-term viability of the European dairy sector ►
more info. In light of these efforts, the EDA Board had
the privilege to have an intense discussion and
exchange with Michael Scannell (Director, DG AGRI)
and Bence Tóth from the TF50.

Michael Scannell and EDA chair Michel Nalet
Mr Tóth (photo →) shared
his insights, offering an
overview on the state of
play and highlighting the
highly political dimension
of the negotiations.

CAP post 2020: Common
Market Organisation
(CMO)
Members of the European Parliamentary
Committee on Agriculture and Rural Development
voted last week on MEP Eric Andrieu's report
(S&D, France) on the Single CMO Regulation. This
vote is part of an overarching revision of the
Common Agricultural Policy which also includes
votes on the CAP strategic plans and an horizontal
regulation on financing, managing and monitoring
the CAP. The Committee voted by 29 votes to 7
against and 1 abstention in favor of the amended
CMO proposal. The CMO is an essential part of the
agricultural sector and of great importance for
Dairy. It is therefore imperative that lawmakers
realize that the Dairy sector already went through
an extensive reform with the so-called Omnibus
Regulation that entered into force last year in
January 2018. Unfortunately, the text adopted by
the AGRI Committee reflects this inadequately.
EDA looks forward to continuing our dialogue with
a newly elected European Parliament in the next
phases of the legislative process.

EDA emphasized the need
for the EU and the UK to
come together to work out the final details in order to
ensure a smooth exit and, importantly, a transition
period that will allow negotiations on an ambitious
future trade relationship to begin quickly.

“Despite the madness of Brexit, I still believe
that common sense will prevail”, EU
Commissioner Phil Hogan said this week. “No
deal makes no sense. It’s simply crazy.”

Big retail and its vision on the value
of food and the values behind food
Quousque tandem…: that shocking add was
distributed to all Belgian households: 1kg of dried cow
manure is sold more expensive than a litre of milk.

Courtesy: Erwin Schöpges (EMB)
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High level conference on
the preparing for delivering
on the development goals
for EU in 2030
EU Commission’s first vice-president Frans
Timmermans and vice-president Jyrki Katainen
gave an outlook for the work on how to deliver on the
UN SDGs (United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals), and on the key steps towards the right
direction. We as EDA are proud to be deeply involved
with the SDGs for several years
already, and to have a good
impact on nearly all of them
as major part of the

EDA Deputy secretary general
is elected chair of the Civil
Dialogue Group on
International Aspects of
Agriculture
Yesterday, EDA Deputy secretary general
Bénédicte Masure was elected chair of EU
Commission’s
Civil
Dialogue
Group
on
International Aspects of Agriculture. Vice chairs
are Aurora Abad, Director for External Trade at
CEEV - Comité européen des entreprises vins and
Nikolaus Morawitz from the Brussels’ office of
the Austrian Chamber of Agriculture ► more info.

solution. ► More info in
our Sustainability factsheet.

EDA supports the Polish
Dairy Forum
The XII Euroforum was held last week close to Kielce in
central Poland. The event gathered CEOs from many
companies, university experts and technical knowlege
from dairy producers all over Poland for discussions on
political, technical and economic aspects of our Dairy
sector. Hélène Simonin, our Director for Food,
Environment and Health offered a ‘Brussels’
perspective’ on those topics and highlighted how they
are part of the future solution.

Last week’s Dairy Innovation
Summit in Amsterdam

EDA Senior Nutrition, Health &
Food Law Officer in the panel
for the World Dairy Innovation
Awards 2019
Kinga Adamaszwili, our Senior Nutrition, Health
& Food Law Officer will be a judge for the World
Dairy Innovation Awards 2019 ► more info.

Consumer Events
@Consumer_Events
Kinga Adamaszwili from the @EDA_Dairy spoke
on communicating health benefits of dairy in the
context of the EU legislative and policy
framework! #DairyInnovation2019
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